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Make 2014 the Last Year You Vacuum! 
 
It’s that time of year again when you are thinking of that perfect Christmas gift for that someone who has everything. Why 
not give them the gift that will clean for them every day of the year? 
 
Thankfully Robomaid turns your home into a sanctuary by eliminating dust and lingering pet hair. Don’t spend a moment 
of your precious time vacuuming in 2014! Robomaid means that you never 
have to spend hours struggling with different vacuum nozzles to get to 
those spots where stubborn dust loves to hide.  
 
You can now have dirt free, dust free floors without having to lift a finger. 
Robomaid’s next generation technology means that your cleaning could be 
done at the touch of a button, just in time for the new year. This cordless, 
bagless, super-stylish robotic vacuum cleaner is smarter than a 
smartphone and cleans your floors while you’re out of the house!  
 
Robomaid navigates effortlessly around your house for over an hour of 
vacuuming, and then returns to its docking station to charge itself. It uses up to 20 times less energy than some traditional 
vacuums, so you never have to dread the energy bill arriving again, leaving you free to relax and enjoy the festive season!  
 
Each session, the Robomaid covers up to 100 square meters of your home, and then repeats its path to ensure that it 
leaves no spot left unclean. Its attachable microfibre cloth means you can mop and polish as well! It’s buit-in ledge 
detector and shock absorbing bumpers even keeps it from falling down the stairs or damaging your furniture.  
 
Don’t let household chores get in the way of celebrating with friends and family let Robomaid take care of your cleaning! 
 
Robomaid is currently available to purchase online direct from www.robomaid.co.uk for £249 with free next day delivery.  
Perfect for that last minute gift. 
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